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Abstract

In [8] a new reduced mathematical model for blood coagulation was

proposed, incorporating biochemical and mechanical actions of blood

flow and including platelets activity. The model was characterized by a

considerable simplification of the differential system associated to the

biochemical network and it incorporated the role of blood slip at the

vessel wall as an extra source of activated platelets.

The purpose of this work is to check the validity of the reduced

mathematical model, using as a benchmark the model presented in

[1], and to investigate the importance of the blood slip velocity in the

blood coagulation process.

Keywords: blood coagulation, platelets, biochemical reactions, math-

ematical modeling, slip boundary conditions, reaction-advection-diffusion

equations
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1 Introduction

Blood coagulation is an extremely complex biological process in which blood

forms clots to prevent bleeding, followed by their dissolution and, on a longer

time scale, by repair of the injured tissue. The process involves different in-

teractions between the blood components and the vessel walls. The biological

model used nowadays is the so-called cell-based model [5, 13, 14] which dur-

ing the last decade has replaced the so-called cascade model. According to it

the coagulation process is subdivided into five phases: initiation, amplifica-

tion, propagation, termination and fibrinolysis. Each phase develops through

a biochemical network including positive and negative feedback mechanisms.

A failure at any stage of the process leads to bleeding or thrombotic disor-

ders.

Due to the complexity of the biochemical network, constantly interacting

with the blood flow and dependent on platelets activity, mathematical mod-

eling and numerical implementation offer serious difficulties. The literature

on mathematical models for blood coagulation has grown at an impressive

pace during the last years (see [2, 3, 4, 7, 10, 17, 19, 24, 25] and the review

[9]).

In our previous work [8] a synthetic model for blood coagulation was pro-

posed. This model studies the clot evolution and its subsequent dissolution

combining the action of the blood flow with cellular and molecular processes,

and possessing some novelties.

In particular, a coefficient was introduced weighing the contribution of

activated platelets, which is obviously a fundamental aspect in the process.

Such a coefficient enters as a factor of the reaction rate for the prothrombi-

nase production that implicitly affects all other platelets-mediated chemical

reactions, such as those involving prothrombin, thrombin, fibrin, etc. Actu-
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ally, the amount of the coagulation factors produced and consumed during

the clot formation is strongly dependent on the concentration of activated

platelets at the injury site, though such a circumstance is frequently ignored

in mathematical models.

We also consider the possibility that an additional source of activated

platelets at the clotting site may be provided by the blood slip velocity.

Therefore, in our view the progressing clot front is capturing not only the

platelets being on its way, but also those carried to the clotting site by the

slipping flow. Such a mechanism is likely to contribute much more than e.g.

diffusion. That provides an explanation of the phenomenon that in different

blood vessels, such as veins and arteries, different blood clots structures are

observed [11]. Let us point out that slip at the vessel wall, though normally

disregarded, is a rather natural phenomenon for blood, due to its composite

structure. It is well known that a thin erythrocytes free layer is present at the

wall (to which a no-slip condition can be imposed), but when treating blood

as a homogeneous fluid one must take into account that cells have a finite

velocity very close to the wall and this condition is conveniently described

as slip.

The simplification of the differential system describing the biochemical

cascade reduces model complexity by a large extent. This is particularly

important in view of the coupling with a difficult flow problem in variable

geometry.

Our main concern was to focus on the propagation phase of blood co-

agulation, when the main portion of thrombin is formed. Thus we omit

the initial and amplification phases (that in terms of time scales are much

shorter), starting after the so called primary coagulation (platelet driven)

and from the moment when a small amount of thrombin and of other acti-
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vated factors has been already formed.

As a benchmark for our computations the mathematical model proposed

in [1] has been chosen, describing the blood coagulation process from the

early stage till the complete blood clot dissolution and combining the bio-

chemistry with the blood flow dynamics. The biochemical differential system

in [1] includes 23 chemical reactions corresponding to the five blood coagu-

lation phases.

According to the reduced model here adopted ten equations of the bench-

mark model were replaced by only one virtual equation for prothrombinase

production that stands as an output of the amplification phase. Such an

approach makes sense only if one is not interested in the evolution of the

factors that are omitted, thus the reduced model is not adequate to study

the disorders associated to the deficiency or dysfunction of those factors.

Comparison with the benchmark model allows to provide the missing

data for the reduced model, with particular reference to the rate constants

appearing in the virtual equation for prothrombinase. Owing to the ex-

tremely demanding computational complexity, numerical simulations have

been performed in a one-dimensional case.

In consideration of the limited purposes of this first step, we took dif-

fusion as the only transport mechanism, necessarily omitting the action of

the blood flow. As a consequence, the contribution of the slipping flow is

likewise disregarded, consistently with the fact that the role of platelets is

not explicitly included in the benchmark model [1].

Once the synthetic model has been suitably tuned, numerical simulations

are performed in the two-dimensional case, adding the action of the blood

flow and blood slip velocity. To show the impact of the latter quantity on the

evolution of biochemical reactions, these results are compared with the no-
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slip velocity case, in which the activated platelets concentration is constant.

The outline of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we briefly describe

the synthetic and the benchmark models for the blood coagulation process; in

Section 3 we give the numerical resolution of the benchmark and synthetic

models in the one-dimensional case and provide the initial conditions and

unknown parameters for the virtual equation; in Section 4 we show the

numerical results in the two-dimensional case considering the impact of the

blood slip velocity on the propagation of chemical reactions and compare

them with no-slip velocity case. The paper ends with conclusions and some

perspectives of future work.

2 Mathematical models for blood coagulation

We start this section by presenting a system of equations that describes two

mathematical models for blood coagulation, namely the benchmark and the

synthetic models.

We consider an initial-boundary value problem composed of n (n = 13 in

the case of the synthetic model and n = 23 for the benchmark model) time

dependent reaction-advection-diffusion (RAD) equations, mutually coupled

through linear and non-linear reaction terms. The system is complemented

by initial conditions and (non-)homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions

Bi, i = 1, . . . , n providing input fluxes at the boundary ∂Ω of the injury site,

see Table 1

∂ [Ci]
∂t = div(Di∇[Ci]) +Ri − div(u · [Ci]), in QT := (0, T )× Ω,

Di
∂[Ci]
∂n = Bi, on ΣT := (0, T )× ∂Ω,

[Ci] = [Ci]
blood, for t = 0.

(1)
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Here, [Ci] is the unknown function that describes the evolution of concentra-

tion of the coagulation factors in time in the domain Ω, Ri are the reaction

terms that depend on the evolution of concentrations [Ci], Di are diffusion

coefficients, u is the blood flow velocity and [Ci]
blood are the initial concen-

trations.

The authors of [1] provide a complete list of the required biochemical

parameters collected through various laboratory experiments.

In the next section we list the reaction terms for both models and briefly

explain the biological meaning of the considered biochemical reactions.

2.1 Benchmark model

The biochemical network of the benchmark model [1] is reported below. The

corresponding reaction rates are listed in Table 21:

RXIa =
k11[IIa][XI]

K11M + [XI]
− hA3

11 [XIa][ATIII]− hL1
11 [XIa][α1AT ], (2)

RXI = − k11[IIa][XI]

K11M + [XI]
, (3)

RIXa =
k9[XIa][IX]

K9M + [IX]
− h9[IXa][ATIII], (4)

RIX = −k9[XIa][IX]

K9M + [IX]
, (5)

RXa =
k10[Z][X]

K10M + [X]
− h10[Xa][ATIII]− hTFPI [TFPI][Xa], (6)

RX = − k10[Z][X]

K10M + [X]
, (7)

RV IIIa =
k8[IIa][V III]

K8M + [V III]
− h8[V IIIa]− hC8

[APC][V IIIa]

HC8M + [V IIIa]
, (8)

RV III = − k8[IIa][V III]

K8M + [V III]
, (9)

1Notation [F] denotes the concentration of the coagulation factor F.
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RV a =
k5[IIa][V ]

K5M + [V ]
− h5[V a]− hC5

[APC][V a]

HC5M + [V a]
, (10)

RV = − k5[IIa][V ]

K5M + [V ]
, (11)

[Z] =
[V IIIa][IXa]

KdZ
, (12)

[W ] =
[V a][Xa]

KdW
, (13)

RIIa =
k2[W ][II]

K2M + [II]
− h2[IIa][ATIII], (14)

RII = − k2[W ][II]

K2M + [II]
, (15)

RIa =
k1[IIa][I]

K1M + [I]
− h1[PLA][Ia]

H1M + [Ia]
, (16)

RI = − k1[IIa][I]

K1M + [I]
, (17)

RATIII = −h9[IXa][ATIII]− h10[Xa][ATIII]− (18)

− h2[IIa][ATIII]− hA3
11 [XIa][ATIII],

RAPC =
kPC [IIa][PC]

KPCM + [PC]
− hPC [APC][α1AT ], (19)

RPC = − kPC [IIa][PC]

KPCM + [PC]
, (20)

Rα1AT = −hPC [APC][α1AT ]− hA3
11 [XIa][ATIII], (21)

RTFPI = −hTFPI [TFPI][Xa], (22)

RtPA = 0, (23)

RPLA =
kPLA[tPA][PLS]

KPLAM + [PLS]
− hPLA[PLA][α2AP ], (24)

RPLS = −kPLA[tPA][PLS]

KPLAM + [PLS]
, (25)

Rα2AP = −hPLA[PLA][α2AP ]. (26)

All these reaction terms describe the generation and depletion of active
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and non-active coagulation and fibrinolysis factors that follow first-order,

second-order or Michaelis-Menten kinetics. We refer to [1] for the meaning

of symbols (which are well known in the coagulation context) in order to save

space. We just recall that W stands for prothrombinase and Z for tenase.

The following phases can be distinguished in this mathematical model:

initiation, resulting in the production of small amounts of factors IXa, Xa

and XIa triggered by the boundary conditions given in Table 1; amplifi-

cation, with the consequent activation of factors V, VIII, IX, X and XI

(described by equations (2)–(11)) leading to the production of the tenase

and prothrombinase complexes (equations (12) and (13)), in turn responsi-

ble for the thrombin burst, marking the beginning of the propagation phase

(equations (14)–(20)) when the main portion of fibrin is produced. The in-

hibitors ATIII, APC, α1AT and TFPI keep under control the production of

coagulation factors and eventually lead to the termination phase. The chain

of chemical reactions ends with the fibrinolysis process resulting in plasmin

production that will finally dissolve the fibrin clot (equations (21)–(26)).

2.2 Synthetic model

We recall that the synthetic model captures the propagation, termination

and fibrinolysis phases and focusses on the production of platelets mediated

coagulation factors, such as prothrombinase, thrombin and fibrin. The inter-

mediate cascade section involving factors V, VIII, IX, X, XI and the tenase

compex Z, corresponding to equations (2)–(12) in the benchmark model is

replaced by one equation for the prothrombinase production (27). This equa-

tion includes the possible effect of blood slip velocity which may provide an

extra supply of activated platelets at the clotting region, resulting in a higher

thrombin production.
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Below we list the set of reaction rates for the synthetic blood coagulation

model

RW = kWCP [IIa]

(
1− [IIa]

[IIa]∗

)
(27)

− (h1W [APC] + h2W [ATIII]) [W ],

RIIa =
k2[W ][II]

K2M + [II]
− h2[IIa][ATIII], (28)

RII = − k2[W ][II]

K2M + [II]
, (29)

RIa =
k1[IIa][I]

K1M + [I]
− h1[PLA][Ia]

H1M + [Ia]
, (30)

RI = − k1[IIa][I]

K1M + [I]
, (31)

RATIII = −h2[IIa][ATIII]− h2W [W ][ATIII], (32)

RAPC =
kPC [IIa][PC]

KPCM + [PC]
− hPC [APC][α1AT ]− h1W [APC][W ], (33)

RPC = − kPC [IIa][PC]

KPCM + [PC]
, (34)

Rα1AT = −hPC [APC][α1AT ], (35)

RtPA = 0, (36)

RPLA =
kPLA[tPA][PLS]

KPLAM + [PLS]
− hPLA[PLA][α2AP ], (37)

RPLS = −kPLA[tPA][PLS]

KPLAM + [PLS]
, (38)

Rα2AP = −hPLA[PLA][α2AP ]. (39)

As in the benchmark model we may recognize the chemical reactions cor-

responding to the propagation, termination and fibrinolysis phases. Equa-

tions (27)–(31) refer to the propagation phase, initially assuming that a small

blood clot that covers the injury site has been already formed. In this setting,
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the process starts from the prothrombinase activation by thrombin described

by the virtual equation (27). At the same time prothrombinase production

is regulated by the inhibitors, namely activated protein C and antithrombin

III, present in the circulating blood. We stress the fact that the reactions

described in (27) do not take place in reality: they just describe a short-

cut to represent the indirect influence of APC and ATIII on prothrombinase

production, whose real path is actually more complicated, as shown in the

benchmark model.

The factor CP in this equation represents the dimensionless activated

platelets concentration defined as the ratio between the actual and the stan-

dard platelets concentration in blood. The definition proposed is2

CP =

(
1 +

1

2

AP
Vn

h

H
us

[Ia]

[Ia]∗
u

us

)
. (40)

Here, the factor 1
2 stands as an assumption that the slip velocity occurs

mainly upstream the clot; H = σ
LΩ

is a length depending on the injury

shape and its orientation towards the blood flow (σ = area of the lesion,

LΩ = projection of the lesion diameter transverse to the flow), and us is

the blood slip velocity3. Moreover, [IIa]∗ in (27) represents the maximum

expected thrombin concentration and kW , h1W and h2W are the prothrom-

binase production and inhibition rates, given in Table 2 (these coefficients

have no direct biological meaning, since they are not related to real chemical

reactions and have been deduced by comparison with the benchmark model).

The cascade proceeds with the activation of prothrombin by prothrom-

binase. Then prothrombinase proteolytically cleaving it to form thrombin.

Thrombin converts soluble fibrinogen to fibrous fibrin. The latter is pro-
2We refer to [8] for a full description of CP .
3More details about the model, including the virtual equation and possible extensions

may be found in [8, 21, 22].
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gressively eliminated (at a slower rate) by plasmin that is formed when

plasminogen (constantly present in circulating blood) is activated by tPA

released from the endothelial cells. The reaction rates and kinetic constants

in (28)–(39) are taken from [1] and listed in Table 2.

3 Numerical resolution

In this section the testing procedure of the synthetic model is discussed and

the initial conditions and the unknown parameters for the virtual equation

(27) are derived. This will require to solve the benchmark model first. Since

the benchmark model does not consider the role of platelets, nor of the pos-

sible blood slip velocity, in this phase we omit the fluid dynamics altogether.

We note that the benchmark model was already solved numerically in [6]

using the finite volume method. However, the solution of this biochemical

system is hard to generalize for all blood vessel types due to its dependence

on the blood flow characteristics. Actually, our purpose is not to repeat these

calculations, but to select the parameters in equation (27) of the synthetic

model and to derive appropriate initial conditions for the reduced model.

While the numerical results of the benchmark model presented in [6]

predict the peak of thrombin concentration to appear in approximately 40

seconds after injury, the data available in the literature reports the throm-

bin peak to occur much later. Therefore, to be closer to the experimental

results we have considered a longer thrombin time. For this purpose, the

boundary fluxes Bi were downregulated by decreasing the value L, see Ta-

ble 1. This parameter represents the thickness of the plasma layer above the

thrombogenic plane which in [1] has been set equal to 0.2 cm. After several

numerical tests evaluating its impact on the whole system, we found that

taking it equal to 0.00015 cm the duration of the initial and the amplifi-
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cation phases is extended to 1.91 minute obtaining the same concentration

peaks of coagulation factors as in [6]. Thus we believe that this choice is

more appropriate.

In order to reduce the computational complexity, in our simulations we

consider the following computational domains: in a two-dimensional geome-

try

Ω2D = {(x1, x2) ∈ R2 : −r ≤ x1 ≤ r, l1 ≤ x2 ≤ l2},

and in a one-dimensional geometry

Ω1D = {x ∈ R : −r ≤ x ≤ r}.

The domains are meant to mimic an "arteriola" of radius r and length l :=

l2 − l1. In our case we take r = 250 µm, and l = 1500 µm.

3.1 Resolution of the benchmark model

We consider the initial boundary value problem, described in [1], that rep-

resents the blood coagulation problem modeled according to the intrinsic

pathway. The biochemical network of 23 species is considered to form the

blood clot which represents the polymer fibrin network entrapping different

blood ingredients flowing through it. The system consists of equations (2)–

(26), complemented by (non-)homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions

Bi, see Table 1. The initial conditions Cbloodi are taken from [1] and they

correspond to the concentrations of coagulation factors in the circulating

blood.

To solve the full problem (1) a first order-operator splitting method (Lie-

Trotter splitting) is used [18, 15, 23, 26, 27]. In particular, the differential

operators of the main problem are split into two subproblems: the diffusion
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and reaction parts that are coupled to each other through the initial condi-

tions. These two subproblems (diffusion and reaction) are solved sequentially

on the time interval [t0, tN ], where t0 = 0 corresponds to the injury moment

and tN = T to the moment when the blood clot is completely dissolved; in

our case that corresponds to 30 minutes.

In the case of linear reactions (neglecting the time integration schemes)

the error associated to the splitting procedure was proved to be equal to

zero [16, 22]. On the contrary, errors may be caused if splitting generates

some inconsistency in the boundary conditions for the ensuing subproblems.

Therefore, it was decided to modify the non-homogeneous boundary fluxes

at the injury site for factors IX/IXa, X/Xa, XI/XIa and tPA treating them

as homogeneous boundary conditions with additional reaction terms only on

the injury site for the coagulation factors listed above.

One of the main advantages of the operator splitting method is the possi-

bility to choose different temporal discretization for each subproblem. Such

a feature turns out to be particularly important in the case of stiff problems.

Accordingly, we introduce two different time steps: ∆t – for the diffusion

subproblem and ∆s = ∆t/10 – for the reaction subproblem. With this

approach, the diffusion term is computed only once and the reaction term

is computed j times at each time step (in our case j = 10); then at each

substep, only part of the reaction solution is updated. Both problems are

discretized in space using the Galerkin approximation, based on the finite

element method, and in time using first order implicit schemes.

The implementation is done with MATLAB in one-dimensional domain

Ω1D with the boundary ∂Ω1D given by two points: in the center of the injury

and on the opposite healthy blood vessel wall. Space and time discretization

are chosen to be equal to dx = 0.0005 cm, dt = 0.001 min and ds = 0.0001
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min.

We obtain the following solution that shows the evolution of all 23 chem-

ical species in time on the injury site, see Figs. 1–3.

3.2 Initial conditions and unknown parameters for (27)

Before solving the synthetic model (1), an appropriate choice of initial con-

ditions and unknown parameters for the virtual equation should be selected

to make the solution agree with output of the benchmark model. We think

that it is a reasonable way to obtain the required data, since the main body

of the clot is built during the propagation phase while the foregoing phases

are very short.

The initial conditions for the synthetic model (for factors I/Ia, II/IIa,

ATIII, PC/APC, α1AT, tPA, PLS/PLA and α2AP) are provided by the

solution of the benchmark model [1] at the end of the amplification phase,

Table 3. The starting time of the synthetic model is conventionally identified

with the time when fibrin has achieved its threshold equivalent to 350 nM.

According to [20] this value corresponds to fibrin concentration when the

first fibrin fibers appear. To obtain the prothrombinase initial concentration

the following equation from the benchmark model was used

[W ] =
[V a] · [Xa]

KdW
.

justified by the very high speed at which prothrombinase is produced in the

presence of Va, Xa (and of activated platelets).

The unknown parameters kw, h1W , h2W in the virtual equation (27) are

selected according to the iterative process of simulations, trying to drive the

solution of the synthetic model as close as possible to the solution of the
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benchmark model, see Table 2. At this stage, the dimensionless platelets

concentration CP in (27) is taken to be equal to one and the blood flow

impact is neglected since these features are absent in the benchmark model.

In such a static framework, the further simplification of a one-dimensional

growing clot can be considered.

3.3 Synthetic model: choice of parameters and resolution

We compute now the solution of the synthetic model that describes the

blood coagulation process from the onset of the propagation phase in the

one-dimensional domain Ω1D to compare it with the benchmark model.

The computational domain Ω1D is initially subdivided into two subre-

gions: occluded Ωclot and non-occluded Ω1D \ Ωclot blood vessel parts. We

say that production of active and consumption of non-active coagulation

factors take place only in Ωclot and in Ω1D \ Ωclot the concentration of all

chemical species stays as in the circulating blood.

Therefore, according to the synthetic model, it was assumed that the ini-

tial blood clot region Ωclot = {x ∈ Ω1D : −r ≤ x ≤ l∗}, where l∗ represents

the thickness of the initial clot, which we took equal to 10% of the vessel

diameter4, is initially present and fully included into the domain Ω1D. The

concentration of the chemical species inside Ωclot is given as an output of the

amplification phase and in Ω1D \Ωclot as the concentration in the circulating

blood. Accordingly, the initial concentrations of active species (factors Ia,

IIa, PLA, APC) and prothrombinase complex W are defined as smoothly

decreasing functions from the initial concentrations inside Ωclot to circulat-

ing blood concentration in Ω1D \ Ωclot. The same criterion is applied to the
4This choice is done consistently with the simulations of reaction-advection-diffusion

problem coupled to the blood flow. When the initial clot is taken too small it becomes
difficult to protect it from the wiping action blood flow.
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non-active coagulation factors: they are defined as smoothly increasing func-

tions from the initial concentration values inside Ωclot up to the fresh blood

concentration in Ω1D \ Ωclot.

The numerical resolution of the synthetic model in the one-dimensional

case is done in the same manner as for the benchmark model: a first-order

operator splitting method is applied to decouple the diffusion part from the

reaction part to solve them sequentially. Both subproblems are solved using

the Euler implicit time discretization scheme on a time interval T ⊃ T̂ =

[tPP , T ], where tPP = 1.91 min > t0 corresponds to the time moment when

the propagation phase (PP) has started and fibrin has achieved its threshold.

We use time step and space discretization identical to the benchmark model:

∆t = 0.001 min, ∆s = 0.0001 min and ∆x = 0.0005.

As a result, we obtain the numerical solution of the synthetic model in

the one-dimensional case, represented in Figs. 4 and 5. We point out that

the process does not start from the time t = 0, but from tPP .

The comparison between the benchmark and synthetic models for thom-

bin and fibrin is shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the solution for fibrin

concentration obtained for the synthetic model matches almost perfectly the

solution of the benchmark model. The comparison is almost equally good

for thrombin.

The computational advantage of working with much less differential equa-

tions is very concrete, since it allows to deal more easily with the complicated

geometries usually characterizing the real biological process. In this spirit,

we proceed with the analysis of the reduced model in the two-dimensional

case including the action of the blood flow on the biochemical cascade.
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4 Blood slip impact

In this section the numerical solution of the synthetic model is discussed

where the blood slip velocity impact on the concentration of activated platelets

is taken into account. For simplicity we confine to the two-dimensional case.

The obtained results are compared with the case of no-slip velocity for which

the dimensionless concentration of activated platelets was taken to be equal

to one.

For blood flow a generalised Newtonian model with the shear-thinning

Cross rheological model [12] is chosen and Navier’s slip boundary conditions

are adopted in such a way that no-penetration condition is imposed in the

normal direction and a non-zero tangential velocity is considered along the

blood vessel walls5. The dimensionless platelets concentration in (27) is then

computed according to (40). We stress that when evaluating the coefficient

H in (40) in the two-dimensional case the length H coincides with the lesion

width (the lesion is normal to the flow).

The numerical simulations of the platelets-fibrin clot evolution starting

from the onset of the propagation phase up to total dissolution have been

performed using the open source finite element solver FreeFem++ and are

presented in Fig. 7. Several snapshots associated to different phases of clot

formation are shown to indicate the fibrin concentration profiles and the

streamlines of the blood flow.

The evolution of concentration of thrombin and fibrin in this case is

compared to the case of no-slip velocity and is shown in Fig. 8. From these

graphs one can see that platelets supplied by the blood slip velocity to the

clotting region do really play an important role in the clot formation. In

particular, two specific aspects can be distinguished: the amount of produced
5Details regarding the slip velocity magnitude are given in [21, 22].
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chemical species increases significantly and the thrombin burst occurs earlier

in case of higher platelets provision to the clotting site.

5 Conclusions

The synthetic blood coagulation model has been solved in the one-dimensional

case (with stagnating blood), using as initial condition the output of the am-

plification phase given by the benchmark model. The obtained solution was

compared with the solution of the benchmark model, in order to choose the

appropriate coefficients for the prothrombinase dynamics in the synthetic

model. Then, passing to situations closer to the natural process, it has been

shown that this much simpler model can stand as an acceptable alterna-

tive to the benchmark model, allowing to deal more easily with the complex

geometry and flows typical of coagulation processes.

The choice of initial conditions for the synthetic model and of the un-

known parameters for the virtual equation was discussed at length.

The synthetic model was used to study the influence of the blood flow and

the contribution of slip velocity on the dimensionless platelets concentration.

The solution was compared with the one obtained for the no-slip velocity

case, and it was observed that the slip velocity may have a significant impact

on the evolution of the whole process.

The extension of these results to the three-dimensional case presents

additional modeling and computational challenges and will be carried out in

a forthcoming paper.
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Table 1: Boundary conditions for the benchmark model [1].

Coag. Boundary flux Coag. Boundary flux
factors terms Bi factors terms Bi

IXa k7,9[IX][TF−V IIa]
K7,9M+[IX]

L
DIXa

IX −k7,9[IX][TF−V IIa]
K7,9M+[IX]

L
DIX

Xa k7,10[X][TF−V IIa]
K7,10M+[X]

L
DXa

X −k7,10[X][TF−V IIa]
K7,10M+[X]

L
DX

XIa φ11[XI][XIIa]
Φ11M+[XI]

L
DXIa

XI −φ11[XI][XIIa]
Φ11M+[XI]

L
DXI

tPa
(
kCtPA + kIIatPa + kIatPA

)[ENDO]L
DtPA

* According to [1] parameter L represents the thickness of the plasma layer
that covers the thrombogenic plane and [ENDO] stands for the surface
density of the endothelial cells that secrete tPA.
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Table 2: Reaction rates and kinetic constants [1]

Coagulation factors Parameters

W kW = 160 min−1

W/APC h1W = 2.2× 10−3 nM−1 min−1

W/ATIII h2W = 1× 10−2 nM−1 min−1

II/IIa k2 = 1344 min−1,K2M = 1060 nM
IIa/ATII h2 = 0.714 nM−1 min−1

I/Ia k1 = 3540 min−1,K1M = 3160 nM
Ia h1 = 1500 min−1, H1M = 250000 nM
PC/APC kPC = 39 min−1,KPCM = 3190 nM
APC/α1AT hAPC = 6.6× 10−7 nM−1 min−1

PLS/PLA kPLA = 12 min−1,KPLAM = 18 nM
PLA/α2AP hPLA = 0.096 nM−1 min−1
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Table 3: Initial conditions for the reduced model [1, 21, 22].

Coagulation Initial clot Circulating blood
factors concentration (nM) concentration (nM)

W 1.0843 0.0*

II 1195.8306 1400.0
IIa 0.6865 0.0*

I 6654.5100 7000.0
Ia 350.1488 0.0*

PC 59.8972 60.0
APC 0.1588 0.0*

ATIII 1566.1334 3400.0
α1AT 44999.8284 45000.0
PLS 2178.26097 2180.0
PLA 3.8671 0.0*

α2AP 104.9480 105.0
tPA 0.0906 0.08
* Concentration of activated coagulation factors in the circulated
blood for the numerical simulation is taken to be equal to 0.01%
of the corresponding non-active coagulation factors.
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Figures

Figure 1: Solution of the benchmark reaction-advection problem [I].

Figure 2: Solution of the benchmark reaction-advection problem [II].

Figure 3: Solution of the benchmark reaction-advection problem [III].

Figure 4: Solution of the synthetic reaction-advection problem [I].

Figure 5: Solution of the synthetic reaction-advection problem [II].

Figure 6: Comparison of the solutions between the benchmark and the syn-

thetic models.

Figure 7: Fibrin-platelets clot evolution in an idealized stenosed blood vessel.

Figure 8: Thrombin and fibrin production in the cases of slip and no-slip

velocities.
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(a) Factor XIa concentration (b) Factor XI concentration

(c) Factor IXa concentration (d) Factor IX concentration

(e) Factor Xa concentration (f) Factor X concentration

(g) Factor VIIIa concentration (h) Factor VIII concentration
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(a) Factor Va concentration (b) Factor V concentration

(c) Thrombin concentration (d) Prothrombin concentration

(e) Fibrin concentration (f) Fibrinogen concentration

(g) Prothrombinase concentration (h) ATIII concentration
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(a) APC concentration (b) PC concentration

(c) α1AT concentration (d) tPA concentration

(e) Tissue Factor Pathway Inhibitor con-
centration

(f) α2AP concentration

(g) PLS concentration (h) PLA concentration
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(a) Thrombin concentration (b) Prothrombin concentration

(c) Fibrin concentration (d) Fibrinogen concentration

(e) Prothrombinase concentration (f) ATIII concentration

(g) APC concentration (h) PC concentration
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(a) α2AP concentration (b) tPA concentration

(c) PLS concentration (d) PLA concentration
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(a) Thrombin concentration (b) Fibrin concentration
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(a) Onset of the propagation phase

(b) Propagation phase (I)

(c) Propagation phase (II)

(d) Fibrinolysis (I)

(e) Fibrinolysis (II)

(f) Scale of fibrin concentration
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(a) Thrombin concentration (b) Fibrin concentration

(c) Zoom of fibrin concentration
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